


I lost my job recently.



It gives me

more free time.



It gives me time

to read the paper.



Which is where I run

into a problem...



...on page three of

the local section.



It’s a story about

my ex-girlfriend.



Someone robbed

her house & beat

the crap out of her.



Now she’s in a coma.



No clues or signs

of  forced entry.



& I left her keys

in her door.



So it’s my fault.



I know the odds of

coming out of a coma.



Maybe I should go see

her body before it dies.



I don’t think seeing

her would help me.



It couldn’t

provide closure.



The truth is I

wish I’d done it.



I wish I’d killed her…



…because I think the

world is better off

without her.



But I’m too much

of a gentleman…



…& not enough of a

man to hurt a woman.



Even when she literally

said, “Hit me, it’s the

only way I’ll ever learn!”



She was probably

right about that.



There do seem to be

some links between

love, knowledge, &

violence.



Maybe the restraint of

violence is what makes

me a crazy person.



But I like to think

that restraint makes

me not an animal.



That self-control

makes me a man.



The best thing about

her death is I won’t be

able to hate women

anymore.



She’s the only real

reason I have to

dislike women.



I’m like some

conspiracy theorist…



…who thinks the

government is

out to get him…



…because he once

got arrested for

drunk driving.



Granted I like to

think my DWI was

being a nice guy.



So maybe this is

like when a drunk

crashes his car into a

kidnapper’s van &

saves the children.



The world leveling

itself in some

screwed up way.



Or maybe I did

commit a passive

aggressive murder.



It doesn’t matter.



It’s over now.



I always knew our

relationship could

only really end with

one of us dead.



But maybe it

should’ve been me…



…because now I’m

stuck thinking there’s

a reason I’m alive.



Now I need to do

something with my life.



At least now I can do

something with my life.



I can move on.



I’m free.
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